
Cider for the bold and Curious 2020
This is a 24 can case of  eight of  our most exciting, boundary-pushing ciders – a cider journey for the bold 
and the curious! Created from Alex Peckham’s love of  experimenting and experience, they play with cider 
apple varieties and cidermaking techniques.

All our ciders are gluten free and vegan friendly (except for the occasional one fermented with honey). We use no added sugars, 
additives or any other unnecessary ingredients. Almost all our ciders are wild fermented and made from heritage cider apples 
grown on our home orchard.

Kingston sour 8% – the banished Cider 
The mysterious creatures that spend months beavering away in these barrels of  pure 
Kingston Black juice are so difficult to tame that they are banished to their own space 
almost 500m from the main cidery. These particular yeasts (Brettanomyces strains among 
them) deliver a very special character to the cider that invades their home each autumn.  
Sour notes reminiscent of  a Spanish Sidra Natural. Unfiltered, enjoyably acetic, and a little 
too quaffable. This is a proper dry cider but it’s far from being austere.
Apples: Kingston Black        Residual sweetness: 0.25g/l

Yarlington Mill 6.6% – the 19th CenturY apple froM...
The cider you hold in your hand was made from just one type of  apple. It was discovered as 
a ‘wilding’ in 1898 by a Mr. Bartlett, who found it (drum roll) growing out of  a wall by the 
mill-race at Yarlington, England. Rich, amber with an initial hit of  fruity funk, followed by 
gorgeous apple pie notes; it’s the cider equivalent to a ripe Stilton. 
Apples: Yarlington Mill Residual sweetness: 18.5g/l

reserve drY 6.4% – proper drY Cider

When we decided to call this (now cult favourite) ‘Reserve Dry’ we did so because there’s no 
other way to put it. We’ve allowed all the lovely yeasts to convert every gram of  sugar into 
alcohol. Flavours are apple peel and slight barnyard, texture buttery, finish dry with robust 
tannins and added complexity from barrel age.  
Apples: Brown’s, Chisel Jersey, Harry Master’s, Sweet Alford, Major, Tremlett’s Bitter, 
Northwood, Yarlington Mill, Porter’s Perfection
Residual sweetness: 0.1g/l

Kingston blaCK 7.6% – the King of Ciders

The idea that cider is a ‘feminine’ drink is a modern concept linked to industialisation and 
mass production of  sweet ciders. In fact, cider has a long history as a drink enjoyed by the 
hairy and hairless and by the noble and humble.  The Kingston Black apple, a bittersharp 
with poise and balance, is deeply woven into that history. This dry cider was slowly 
fermented over winter and beautifully expresses the spice and vanilla notes that Kingston 
Black creates in our Southern Hemisphere environment.
Apples:   Kingston Black 
Residual sweetness:   6.8g/l



gone West 8.5% – Yeehaa!
Peckham’s go all out when it comes to ageing their ciders, a minimum of  eight months 
before Alex even thinks about blending and balancing the magic that’s happened between 
then and harvest. Many of  our ciders are oak barrel aged, but this bad boy is aged in 
BOURBON barrels. We reckon a totally dry, proper craft cider aged in bourbon casks is a 
force to be reckoned with. A dry, strong, earthy cider with subtle whiskey notes.
Apples: Kingston Black
Residual sweetness: 0.1g/l

bees Knees 9.8% – the sting in the tail

Cyser is the traditional name for a cider mead. This small batch is made with 30kg of  
spectacular honeydew honey from the virgin beech forests around Buller, blended with 
Kingston Black and Brown’s apple juice. Fermented in French oak barrels and then aged 
for nearly a year. The result is both unexpected and delicious – a bone dry cider with a 
mellow honey background. It’s rich and earthy with distinct bitter notes characteristic of  
dry Kingston Black.
Apples: Kingston Black, Brown’s
Residual sweetness: 1g/l

stoKe red 7.4% – soMerset With a tWist

Only certain cider apples are well enough balanced to stand on their own in a bottle. Stoke 
Red, an ancient Somerset (UK) variety, yields a beautifully soft and rounded juice that 
creates a fabulous rich, fruity, sherbety cider.  There’s an added twist to the flavour because 
this cider was fermented and aged in old Pommeau barrels. 
Apples: Stoke Red        
Residual sweetness: 19g/l

orange-a-tang 5.5% – the spontaneous ape

If  you’re lucky enough to have a citrus tree, you’ll know that by the time summer arrives 
you’ll have a tree laden with fruit, so much fruit in fact that unless you are an avid 
marmalade maker, you often feel a little helpless putting all that good vitamin C to use. 
Just 50m from our house we have a little citrus grove which you pass on your way down to 
the cidery.  An idea born from abundance; a full bodied cider, based around two barrels of  
Chisel Jersey in which we have steeped meticuluously peeled mandarine and tangelo zest. A 
proper, off-dry cider that’s bursting with orange blossom, sherbet and marmalade. This ain’t 
no alcopop!
Apples: Chisel Jersey, Brown’s, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Sweet Alford
Residual sweetness: 14g/l

 


